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WITH DAVID GORDON

. -·
Barbara Woehler: What is your. background in modern and/or clar~ie

dance ?
..;.

!

:r

.

··David Gordon: I began danci,ng when I was an art major in col~ege.

I

.•

thought I was going t 'o be a painte_r .
in the modern dance ctub.

a

~an

named

Ja~ee

~as

Waring and

:r--began danc-ing-

Soon, quite by accident, I rnet

asked to be in hie company

althoug~

I had had very, very .liitle training, almost nothin~ at that point
One of the thingo he did exceedinp;ly
well was he made material

for· ~~rformers

within the

rang~ of what t~~y

could do ·that made them look wonderful.
that time I started taking ballet classes with h.im.

BW:

That time ie •• ·• '{ .

~:

'1 956. or 1957, something like ·that.

.

~ -

.

I also otarted t~~{ing claee

Baeicalij that ~as

with t·1erce Cunning_ham

my training;

.

!

!.J..'·
:'"1'

I worked in the

Cunningh~m

.

Waring co~pany for four to · six years, during which time I met Valda
Setterfield , who is my wife.-

The Judton Church.~~- -what happened there . wae that there were a ~eriee-

.... .

of comvosi_tion cla?ses at the Cunningham studio held by Robert ~L"1n

and his then wife ·Judith Dunn.

I took those classes aJ ong with !'eople

like Yvonne Rainer, St~ve Paxton, Trisha (Brown) and' a whol~ lot of
-

.
~

~-~

~-

others, all amazingly converg~d in New York at the sa~e ~omen~in
.

·
.
.SPACE fOR.
the same space.· . Peopl-e be san to_ look for aAperformances

on the work being generated by

th~~lasses.

based

WAS ·rouNP

The Judson

_a~l went arid performed there.· .,
Actually, the
·first

p~rformance
P!i!:.ESE~

of my own work in New York City was at
BY :JitM&:$ W/'r'RVJ6; -_·_..

v~ry ·

the TJiving

Theater~ - They used to allow other peop1~ · to use the space when they
-weren't performing there.

'

In JudEon

~6\i~rrovi~ed.

,<~ow wheth~r

1 con't
li t 4 l~
u~~~

th~re

were set pieces,

•

I'm thinking of the original performances, or a

later on, but Rlaine (~~mere) wae one of the few people who

~ ~nroviFation

and who used the audience as

perfor~ere.

Most of

.ht> reo,..le who made work at the ti:ne of the t.lud son for thoee perfor'Tlarcee-

1

ct't

~ac~

wor~

in

to classroom

r~eponse

ni0 solos or uced other people.
dif. cu~ts or larger groupe.

ttat happened at

th~

aesign~ente

in which they either

I did only eolos, but other people ·
Another thing

The things were rehearsed.

Judson was, once it was established as a

per~or~ing

b~~e, a continuing workshop went on ther~ in which everybod~ became
~LJU£:

tr.~Apool

0f everybody's

WOR~.
wo1~ld

thirty people in it, everybody
n~ver ~ent

£o J

reorl~

of
I

~id

But I was a loner, and

be in it,

I never wanted to be in the

to those workshops.

whose work I didn't

b~cau~e

If somebody wanted a piece with

ad~ire,

so I kept away.
.

up that isolationist policy of

BW:

~hat

DG:

I fon't . think it ended.

,.:orkeo .

tog~ther

other.
of

abo~t

T~~v be~a~

and

working

w~re

1~in

~G:

Y~ah,

!S~t.

l.

UE~~

to

to
.v - ~ u

the~t>e

not so

int~rPsted

~o

choo~~

und~r

sure of their own·

in working in

s~parate

ar~as

ev~rybody's

the people amongst whom they

:nore

wr---r~

110r~

circumstances ·.

work.

want~d

to

•

·nainly rehearsed . and Eet, but one of

was working with chance •••

~erce's p~eces

· :1~an,

end ?

and about being responsive to each

tog~th~r

began to be

'fh,.. ciecer: at t.ludson

th~

.

but I jdidn't.

I think what happened is that people

peopl~

to go off and

-work and r,errorm with

B\"":

~e to~

for the amount of time that there was a kind of

'l1 hen I thin'.{

conc~rn,

~ine,

~ove~ent

do you think made that

eYcite~ent

I'm sorry now

I think it would have been very interesting for

giv~

pj~cee

were all

~ade

you arrive at a product.

~anuf~ctur~

the work.

with chance,

~ut

they're all

The chance proceedure ic only

What the person or persons are going

and undl""r l-:hat conditions. '.!'he conditions are ~stablisht-"d, th~n
•1.
.
.._
re'::,..3.rse it :anc1· oo it. ;•laybe the only Wfi.Y that chance proc~e~ure

~

n~:

Anrroxi~ately

nn:

Oh, I would r:ay it to:ae about '61 or '62.

!'~rfor-:lances

for yeare.

wa~

when

were in '62.
When I

I

2.

this?

The ftbrat Judson

I continued to study off and on with .rr1 erce

~topped ~aking

my own work in 1965, I joined the

Yvonne Hainer co:npany and was in that until 1970, when the Grand
~volved

l'nicn

out of that company.

At the time that the Grand Union

, I started making wprk·,,:n.gain

l

. .i ·

;

l)G:

:r. don't

t}~ir;

before and I

thi.nk I was very influenced by · Rob~rt Dunn.

· fc~l

in~lu~ncec by hi~
~any

sorry to say it.

;o hy the

0:0gy.

t~o~~ ~roceedures.
~o:->ert

\·:ac ::1ot

~:

,_1 ur:

ti~P.

The first piece I

65~~

I got to the Dunn class, I knew a lot

What

~as r~ally quit~ sp~cial

about the

~ethoc-

a~out

D~nn claes

Dunn himself, for 'lle, or (Judith Dunn, :but the fact
•.

t:-.e

F'!lade

a great deal of chance

·,;: ~-

·- '

in that roo~ there were an amazing eroup of people;

to t1: ose

- ~uch

I think . I learned a great

c7 the chance proceedures, which all emanated fron John Cage, in

utiliz~d

i.!1

f;o rnany people say they were

but)f don't think I was.

ro-nrof"i tion r.lacses with Jim:ny \\raring.

t~at

I have· £aid

r;roceedur~s W?..s to

-~.
fp

.. · ...~.,·

Th~ir respons~
\•

....

:nake work that was very exciting to be

:1ic st of and that generated other

work~

.~··. JI.

~

•

f.o. it wae not

~i 'U so

as the claes.

L~c-~{j_ ng

back on it now, what would you say was significant of

EOn r'.,u.rc h ?

l

DG I 3.

significant
v~p

rroup of people who nanRged somehow to be

th~

., ..-i. 7i. n .·

~

?hie waE an enor11ouE eroup

\·.'or~c.

·:i r

~~our~

four or five

o~

th~re

thin~

for

~e

and who were

people.

de~ocracy

long, because it was alEo a wonderful

in

yJf-:iC'h nobody could r:ay that anybody' J ·;work \1-iasn' t any good.

() ~\">L'i-

~
rPa~

~kV~ $..

continue to adr.rti:re and relate to ~ w~re

~Ycitin ~ b~cis

of what

happ~ned.

the

It . was a .sitbation in which 1

I

I

j.

~or

in

a

"'lo·1e-nt

t~·: e

i~

a r.i ty in w!':ich everybod.v works absolutely i _s olated

ir r:tudios, people ca-ne to.ge t::her in a unified
"!
~tructure
f

t~!i ~

gin.nt

war Bo

~qny

people ~

..

They .forr1ed

"'~'BY.

~

which caused a great oeal of

i
gathered together.

CO'"Q'Tlent

1

because it

I

If all of thesepeople had done

\....-

all of

t~~ir

work as everybody does now, in their own little studios

up on the fifth floor of their own little building, nobody would have
paid any attention.

It is the fact that everybody die! it simultaneously,

in a cp,.ci 1ic space./
.._, ror specific periods of time, that's what see!Jled .

tD

,~

to be

i~portant.

?-

B\,· :

·~: as

another rarticulari ty of Judson the fact that the mate-rial ,

\lJ ~s -..:or~:r-n

~vEryboo~r

~G :

Gr~ne

out toeether

as

I understand happened in Grand Union or wae

doing their own thine in the sa!ne E.pot ?

Union

i:nprovised.

&-eNE:RAu..1' wfl..,
perfo11ancesA

~I 5.

~vt-r

i£

dealt with in performance ie that · f-ierce eaye that a piece o.f
I

like

~ir

F~ction,

and

SC~A :~LE

haa

that.

r. ~ 'f: 0oin~
~i~~-E

ocra~bled.

You can take any

you can throw all the sections into a hat and pull
order of the evening.

t~at det~rmines . the

~0~8

ability to be

th~

deter~ined,

Once the order is

cae~

t-vt-nts, in -which

that way unless

he pulls parts of pieces out of

~ven

and re-orders them, but

out,

But, in fact, be never
re~ains

it

the~

thoEe are re-ordered by

i3\·.':

iio~:

JjG:

Grand Fnion had not~ing toia'·o with the c.Tudson.

hi~. ·

·"as Grand Union similar to or different from tTudson ?

I
ovf&r by tten.

~:~~ . n~r cane~
P.~rhara
tr~ er,..

Grand 1inion wao the attempt by Yvonne Rainer to give

l~·!.c:t"'rEhip

u-r. the

Judson 1oras long

of

th~

Yvonne Hafner dance company.

The Yvonne

company a.t that time included people liJce Paxton,

Tiilly, Doue Dunn, me and Reeky Arnold. I can't remember if
~lse

,,.as anybody

at the

mo:n~nt.

· Yvonne, ·in the . course . of a

rsi~r~ of "-'ork ~nti tled CONTI11UOU~ PROJECT ALTERED DAILY began . throwinR

h

"'0

'\~r!ln~~

th~

.:.nto

in th~ Eixties.
N~,?

in

fifte~n

'1ohil~.

~'teve

~ail

w~re

years later.

in New York City until they left the

But this group of people was · far r1ore

anc

-r·~

,.~as

a'1d

r.:~

wer~

r~hearsed
"f.' hen

the~

Yvonne sent

that could be perfomed when we all
but

beca.n e :nore mobile

and Barbara went off to teach separately froill: each

at urbana in Chicago.

!:'~r ~or..,

p~ople

For instance,

Jt used to be that people joined a dance C.0'11P8llY

Yor'< City, and they

co~:·any

oth~r

·11aterial.

~ot

there • .

not rehearsing with them.

by ourselves • . We didn't

material through the_

kn~

~e

had a date td

.They rehearsed se ..:parately
what their ':laterial

·He got there, their :naterial was placed in the perfor'1Jance.

·\'·. :~ r.. nt to [.~~ t':.~:-'1 r~rf'orm this"·;materttal.othat<we.rdid.g' tikhowl.!eX!isted~

T.:i tt~- ~ by 11 ttle, that kind of information
cr· oic~~

of

tr~

·.. ~re

r-e ·v g,rious

·1r2.~'"'rir:: t~.:.~

:

r~~e~b~r

"!"i~ce,

~iven

!-'rogra!1l i.n a

i-· !tat~.vf!'r

to cb:ne )-n, and

to the perfor:ners about things to do in perfor.,ance

'!l3.t~rials

was that

b~gan

~ou

•.• how ·1any times you ·..:anted to do
differ~nt

way.

had to uce all the

The only rule at

so"Tl~thing,

th~

mat~rial that·~as

ti-n,. that

in the

order ,.e placed it !hn or however long we spent on

DG/

6.

Ill
I

something.

We were making choices about how something was shown, how many people ·d id it,

in what direction you faced, all the kind of decisions you can make in performarice ~out

--....._
material.

.

What clearly began to happen was that Yvonne was giving up authority.

She had

decided at some point along the line that she had quite an extraordinary company of
innovative people and that they should be making some of the decisions.

At the point that

we decided to have a new name, and the Grand Union came into existence, it was because
Yvonne by then had given up almost total authority over the work, and people were being .
asked to start bringing in their own possible ideas into the work.

Our reputation in

this country was as the Yvonne Rainer company and as long as Yvonne was getting dates we
were going out under her name.

Nobody would understand that this was now, more and more

a company of individuals making individual choices.
which had nothing to do with the word "dance".

So we came up with the new name,

It did not appear in the title, because

that was one of the problems when people came to see us and say:

"that isn't danci.n g".

At first we went out under the name "Yvonne Rainer and the Grand Union", because she
";;>

was still the name that was getting the dates. · Nobody (el_s e in. the company) would get us
anywhere and then, little by little, we

droppe~

her name from the title.

When she went

off to India, in 1971, for some months, · we ver~ ·calc~la~edly. perfo~ed in New York every
weekend for weeks and weeks

a~ the Grand . Union .without her, ·to establish. the fact that ~e

could function as a company, in which members could come and go, and be
the work would go on.
sational dance company.

indepen~t,

and

It was not the Grand Union's original intention to be an improvi-·
It

was~

in fact, the original intention that

submit work, which we would all learn.

ea~

of us would

But-, in fact, we were all such dif.f erent people

that ... we didn't seem to want to learn each others' work.

We made things as difficult.

as possible for each other about learning each others• work.

c~ll-

We would not ·easily"

aborate on work, and so improvisation became a medium in which we could all participate
.

wibhout feeling the necessity to respond to anybody's

id~a

C)

at any given moment because, .

one of the things you could do was respond when you wanted to do it, and not respond .
when you didn't want to do it.

That could all happen live in performan.ce.

I was the

hold-out, because I thought an entire evening of improvisation was insane •. There wasn't
anything I could think of that could last for an entire evening if it wasn't set.

While

they were trying out all kinds of imp~ovisational sit~ations, I .w·~ ho.lding on to whatever set material I had from any time in my life, and performing it lunatically."

At

that time, Trisha had been invited to come and join us, · and had, I'm happy to .say,
accepted.

She was very interested in improvisational verbal material at that point.

:i

DG/

We used to attempt to rehearse to find out what it was we could do together.

7.

In one

rehearsal situation, Trisha began a whole talking . thing. I got very excited by it and
picked up on it, Trisha found out I could talk, so she began to push the · Grand Union's
direction in terms of this verbal material

I think that became the basis of our work

over the next 5 years.

]!:

By verbal material do you mean talking while dancing, or talking then

Q£:

Both, everything.

moyi~g?

Talking while dancing, talking about dancing, talking while

watching somebway else dance, singing, shouting, whatever verbal material arose out of
the situation.
BW:

What made Grand Union end?

~

Once again people became more and more interested in their own area of

and were having to make more and
interests.
BW:

mor~

explor~tion,

concessions in working ·together for other

people'~

It seemed time to dissolve.

You mentioned you didn't want to use the word "dance"

in 'the

name of the group.

:::,

What kinJ of transformation of the audiences' expectation of what a dance performance
might be were you able to witness as a member of both Judson and Grand Union in that "!, ·
,_ ot'

time interval from the early 60's to mid 70's? ·:
~

. ...

:· .

~-

It's very hard to answer that .because . you're· talking about different audienc·e s • . At.

the Judson, you're

talk~ng

about· a New YoFk audience •

..

~

Didn't the New York audience for the Judson expand from there?

DG:

Very little, very .little ••. the .Judson was free.

and that could mean nothing.

I mean, you paid contributations,

There was a large audience of people who came to see free

performances and who sort . of grew with us. _ Many of the people involved in the Judson,·
visual art, connections. _

would come to see what they and the rest of us were doing.

The audience was an art

audience as well as people who liked free performances in the Village.

They were more

generous to these experiments than they might have been under other circumstances in ·
another place.

.

When we were going out as the Yvonne Rainer company, ·more .:fre_q uently
.

.

:

.

.

.

.

across the country, we were nmning into across-the-country audiences, mid ....:westeJ;n
audiences, and they were not nearly as generous. : Because we would be

adve~tised

as a

dance company, the audience would start out about .200 people who had · come to see a
dance concert, and end up about 20 people.

I ·mean maybe a

during the course of the performance and about

hundre,~eople .wou~d

20. people would

walk out

co~e up afterWards with

shiny eyes and say "you changed my life~". But that was not the rule, that was the

'

DG/

exception.

8.

One of the reasons we took the word dance out of ·the title was .. we began to

wonder if we wouldn't be better off trying to reach any kind of audience that didn't have
Because we didn't feel we weren't danci~g. We just felt we weren't
·we
dancing to fulfill the expectations of the people/were coming in contact with. We even
dance expectations.

wondered at the time whether, by having a name like the Grand Union, we might not be
~

9-:

.

able to get some of those people who were just · then starti_ng .to go }n mass to rock concerts, and show them that they could probably have a reasonably good time seeing us.
We never got them, they never came.
BW:

l

What about Grand Union?

Did you find ·a Change in the audience's expectations since

its founding in 1970?
DG:

We had a very loyal, large audience in New York.

We would go out across the

country to do residencies, and the people would fall in love with us, literally fall in
love with us.
education

We would do mostly universities, _which is where you get higher (dance

in/h~A)

and they would leave school.

The next thing}you would find them in

New York or CalifoEnia,looking for you, wanting to do some new work.
that the schools were making it available to -them.

They didn't £eel

The Grand Union was peculiar because

the people that liked us thought we _were very
en~ertaining. :
.. , .
:

I mean, we w~r~ ·doing. this

thing called "?-rt" except it was often ·very funny~ · very theat-rical, and ·very dramatic.
The pe()ple who hated us thought . we very boring, and ' that waiting
to emerge was not worth the effort.
in any way.

So it's peculiar to try -to

The audience was all young.

Younger than us, -often

fo~ ~he

"good" moment

ca~egorize

the audience

enough~ .

In the variousr

places we would be sponsored~ ~hey b_egan making requests that we put into _the program
the s·izable biography of our technical and academic backgrounds, so that· the students·
would understand that we didn 1 t just rise out ·of nowhere and ·jtunp around expressing ourselves;

tha~ :··:W.~ ·-~ld ~rained to be the people we were, and~·that the training helped to

make the decisions that wer' invQlved in the iruprovisation ./· They were frightened that
the students might think this was all so free and easy that they all wanted to be it and ·
do it.

In fact, it was hard.

We began writing all that stuff down on the programs·.
.

.

Also, some parts of the audience always thought. that we inspired them to join us, and

•

in fact we never wan ted anybody · to join us. · Late in the game we began making announcernents at the beginning of performances, that the audience was not . invited to join the
perforrnan ce.
BW:
DG:

By Grand Union you didn't mean come and unite •••
fib fJ
~.people would always come up afterwards and say, "I just wanted to get up there

with you and do it."

They just didn't understand that we had established a relationship

DG/

which was part of what we were doing up there.
other people in.

9.

We tried, at various times, to bring

~((Tf

SimoneAperformed with us once, in New York, and it just didn't work.

I mean Simone is a master improviser and we were awfully good at what we were doing, but

we could not get together because we knew each other so well by that time that she was
a stranger.
BW:

Often one encounters articles on "new dance" and names such as yourself, Forti,

Summers, Paxton, Brown, Dunn keep coming up.

What would you say is the uniting factor

now between yourself and these dancers' work?

DG:

I

1 don't think there is any uniting factor.

I don't think we're united at all.

I

think that Dance Magazine waited 20 years ••. lS years, after the Judson, to talk about
something called "new dance".

They were only 15 years too late.

In the process of it,

what they lumped together is a whole lot of work, in which people are known not to be
part of the mainstream of something called modern dance.

But I don't think there's any

relationship between Simone's work and mine, or Doug's work and mine.
~

relationship between anybody's work and mine, I

If there's any

~~

.

think iTrisha'~

Although

the product ... you would be hard-pressed to find a similarity in product. _ The process by
which we deal with things when we speak with each other,which we do with some frequencyJ
I

about what she's thinking about and working on and what I'm thiTiking about and working
on, we find our minds are moving in very similar directions.

But there isn't anybody

else I can think of whose· working process or product is similar to mine.

BW:

Isn't the tenn "new dance" also trying to give a name to people that are searching

or have searched and come up with something quite specific .••
DG:

•

Yeah, but it's only another name.

I believe, was "post-modern dance" •

I mean, the first name that Yvonne came up with,

People are always dealing with it as something
.

~

called "innovative dance", "experimental. dance", "avant-garde dance" and now · there's
something called "new dance".

But in fact what it is, is people trying to pin down a

very large and disparate area of work which they can't fit in anywhere.
lump it together and call it something.

So they kind of

I've been working hard to get.rid of the label

"experimental dance'" because the idea that people have about something called "experiit
mental dance" is that/is all improvised and there is no product. One of the things that
funding organizations think is that you don't have to rehearse for experimental dance,
because it's an experiment.

~

DG/

10.

BW:

Yeah, which gives a very distorted picture.

DG:

So I •ve been working at either regaini.ng the old "avant-garde" label, which seems

to allow almost anything to exist, or these other things called "new dance" or something ••
The only times that I concern myself with that at all are, in this kind of situation
when somebody asks .•• characterize what you do, or in funding situations, when you have
to convince a room full of people who think that everybody wears toe-shoes, that there
is something else going on.

l

BW:

Now I'd like to talk about your work a little bit more.

One of your movement

explorations involved analyzing dance phrases and different ways of putting them together ... repeating, continuing, splitting up.
nated me.
DG:

That's something that has always fasci-

Do you feel like going into that a little bit?

For me it's expedient.

with 87 new pieces of work a

I am not a prolific maker .of work.
year~

It means I don't come up

I am relatively slow and plo9ding and I can't afford

to. throw material around because there's always going to be a lot more.
there's going to be any more.
~enkins ... Margaret

People like Douglas Dunn and Sarah Rudner and

M~rgie

Jenkins in California •.._seem to have more ideas in the course of a

_single piece of work than I have had in the course of my entire
work~

I never believe

and I look at something and I say, that's very

careet~

inte~esting,

I watch Margie's

••. I'm going to take

that away and turn it upside down and backwards and inside-out and that looks like a
good hour's worth of something for me.
enonnous range of material.

I come up with

five~second

For her it's one

The same thing with· Doug and Sarah.

ingredient, in a

I just feel

tha~

a movement phrase,
~~~~~

movement phrases that interest me, that I then have to find out all the possible permu~

tations of that material, because I don't know when I'm going to come up with my next
movement phrase that interests me.

So I re-use, alter the image of a piece of material

to find out what are the possibilities inherent in it.

If you over-lay something onto
I

it, like voice or solllld or change of costume, or what

ar~

all. the possibilities, how

·II
I

do you alter the image of a piece 6f material? There is a single pOS(i that I did as a
.
,tTU£
Jl
solo version of a piece called~MATTER, in which I came out in a shirt, trousers, and
sneakers

and stood with my arms raised above my heafd, and my fists

clenched~

and my face looking up, my eyes squinting.

number of

counts~

like 10 or something.

I held that position for some

Then I walked away in viewof the audience, took

DG/
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off my clothes, put on boxing shorts and boxing gloves, came back and took exactly the
same position.

The entire image was altered by the clothing.

I went off, removed shorts

and boxing gloves, put on a bathing suit, took a beach towel, and went back and held
the same position.

Now the beach towel was held in my clenched fists in the air and I

looked like a sunbather stretching on the beach.
came back and took the same position.

Then I walked off, put · on a nightshirt,

The post never changed but I wound up with three

minutes of material based on the alteration of that image by the various disguises that

I

you could do to alter it.

The same process can be worked out in dealing with movement.

You do it forward then you do it backward, and it doesn't look the same.

BW:

That pose, if we use that example, acquires all those meanings.

how one can view and give meaning to movement?
DG:

Are you exploring

Has that been one of your focuses?

It is a process that can be described ••. !

this solo

piec~

of material in a

recent concert, which is movement material, which lasts for 12 minutes.
~

I perform that

0

material in front of a huge slide projection of a man, a greyhaired, elderly man dressed
as the Pope.

The Pope is sitting in a chair watching me dance.

is a tape of material that I have written describing
they functioned from their earliest date.

a~iences

At the same time, there
with the Pope, and how

It is all nonsense.

I have written a whole

nonsensical history of something called "Pope dances", dances that were done for the
Pope prior to verbal communication.

That tape plays simultaneously .with this image of

what looks like a very real Pope watching this person do this movement.

Then I take

away those 2 images, and the material is repeated by 3 women with no accessory.
now, literally, a movement to be watched for its own sake.
anymore with P~pe dances, Popes, or anything like that.
movement.

It has no connection

It is now about watching abstra1

You can play a lot with the numbers of people that alter a situation.

mean, a solo activity performed by 40 people is no
alters .•. sound, either on tape, or the

pers~n

lon~er

It is

a solo

activity~

I

•

Sound

speaking all the while they're moving,

is very different than a person not speaking all the while they're moving •.. There's a
piece that I've done called CHAIR in which we do the same 8 minutes of material 4 times
It is a piece in which the chair is the piece you're working with and you do every damn
thing you can think of doing with that chair.
we do it both to the same side.
with both of us.

The first

ti~e

we do it, Valda and I do

Everything that happens to the left happens to the le:

The second time we do it, she has learned the entire material revers

so we now do it symmetrically.

The third time we do it, we stop the action of the mat

DG/
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at any point and get stuck in the action, and repeat certain actions a number of times.
By the fourth time we do it, we have been dancing for 24 minutes without stopping, doing
a very athletic and exhausting piece of work.
and Stripes Forever" while we're doing it.

The fourth time we do it, we sing "Stars

We are neither of us .. singers.

us have enonnous breath control that singers have to have.

Neither of

S.o we are really kind of

pushing out sound at the most exhausting time in the piece, which alters the movement
and the whole image of what you're looking at.

I

BW:

So the audience gets to see that same movement with all of these variations.

DG:

Ramifications,
~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BW:

~

~n

var1ous pieces, you seem to use taped voice as one of the sounds.

If

we want to examine your relationship between sound and movement, would you say that your

DG?

Various things at various times.

In a recent concert called NOT NECESSARILY

RECOGNIZABLE OBJECTIVES in which the concert material was based on error and rehearsal

~~fJ~~a specific material manufactured which was

(

(

of dancers who made mistakes in rehearsal.

I

The mistakes were incorporated into the

material at the place·s they -occurred.

So you learned material plus errors.

were then repeated at exactly the same

plac~. exactly

I

I

then taught to a number

The errors

the same way every time.

A.

I

lot of the material of that whole evening's work was based on that idea and on the confusion getween what looked like improvised behavior and set

. behavio~ -

t~
ll~\

tor

.\o\ ~
~d
lJ'-P

~~e verbal material that was used on tape at the beginning of

pu('i-.Q' that evening was from a book by a man named Irving Goffman who writes about personality ••

•'\"-

~ (\)

perfonnance of personality.

I had a page and a half of material from that book which

described pow you fail in the performance of your social situation .•• the _things you can
do to fail.

You can fart, you can belch, you can fall down, you can get drunk, you can

DG/
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misbehave in various ways, you can misjudge a response, you can not understand what
somebody's saying.

I

real life.

movement.

This is all real material related to real situations

describe~

about

The performance that follows this lecture is about falsified real behavior

in performance.

I
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So it's clamped with the ambi1uities of performance and reality and

I mean, I know what an attitude is, and I know what an arabesque is, and I

I

use those things in my work.

\

I

But at the same time, I might come out of an arabesque into

a stumbling walk, in which it looks like I tripped, but the trip is chore_o graphed into
the piece of work.
BW:

~

What kind of margin do we have here, or is there any in your work, between impro-

visation and structure?
DG:

I am just beginning work with 20 people on a concert that will happen in Qecernber.

Those people will be asked for part of this work, for instance, to take 10 steps across
the space, all the people at once, from stage r _ight towards st_a ge left, or st_age left
towards stage right.

They will then be told that on the tenth step they should change

focus and alter the position of their torso in some direction-or other.
them to

~old

I will then ask

the position that they arrive at for 10 counts. · What you'li see is a room

.full of people seemingly responding to a different interest somewhere in the room.
Sornebody's attention is called to one corner, somebody's attention is · in back of them.
That will · allow them to make their own gesture at that point.

. 4-t

t h at 1 ea d s up to t h at,
material.

However, all the material
an d_ go away

f

.

rom 1t,

15

-lH:"e

set

So what I'm really doing is, I am choosing performers who interest me by their

technical capabilities, because there's some. technical stuff, that needs to be done in
this piece.

I am also choosing people who look interesting to me because a lot of what '

you will do in this piece is look at people standing still and at various times in

•

various positions and what they look like.

Allowing

t~em

certain freedoms in relation f

to small areas of the work, in which it would be absolutely unneccessary for me to set
20 people's directions of heads, arms, · torsos, what I want is the look of a ,crowd.
.

.

You can get that withoutwastiifg · · time setting all those individual things.

The only thing

that I would alter is if I got some very eccentric behavior that drew away from the
visual look that I wanted, I would tone that down in someb()dy .fIn the pieces that include1
(_(....€.-· • .___,_ N "R.O') _
errors, ~ the material was all set.
The error actually occurred, it was not an improvisational situation in which I said, O.K., find mistakes.

The

~rrors

occurred.

I

watched rehearsals, an error occurred and I said "Hold it, do that one again."

I

DG/
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didn't say "hold it" every time, so that people got used to the making and the holding
of an error.

Some errors I let pasi, so~e errors I picked up on, the ones that

interested me more, and looked visually and sounded more strongly to be part of this
material •

..

,,

So people never knew when I was going to sayJ ~at, I want that,. ,

•

BW"

We can probably say that your use of improv, is either to pick up material, or to

create it and then set it.
DG:

Yeah, brt in my work there's a very minor use of improv.

BW:

You have mainly a structure which you are calling •••

DG/

DG:

I call .•.

15.

I have great

difficulty in referring to words like "choreography", "dances", "dance movement": Very
often on my program, for instance, when there is a program for a performance, the word
"_c horeography" is never mentioned.

material is

It ;says

constructed by me, work is constructed by me.

Whenever a press release goes out, the

word dance and the word choreography are never mentioned in the press release.

If

people want to review it or look at it as dance, that's their business, I haven't called
it that.

fact, I think that if I am pushed}o the wall for a definition of my
work, I think of myself as an artist.
and prime ingredient.

I think I make art in which movement is a basic

I don't think I make dances in the way we have come to know

dances to be rn?-de •.
BW:

,/

Now you have a company, the David Gordon/Pickup

~o.
C~?

.These aren't the 20

people you were talking about •••
DG:

That'~

BW:

I see.

this time's Pickup Company.
Pickup is like the open score •.•• ?

DG: ?ickup means I get to work with who I want to work

wit~I want to work with

thernf•how
many people I need, under what conditions I want to work.
I

It is precisely

•

what most of the people I know have been doing for most of the years that I know.

DG/
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I

I

BW:

'

But you and Valda work on a continuous basis, don't you?
In fact Valda and I had

DG:
just begun working together again for the first time in

which was the point at which she left the Cunningham company after 10 years.
that time we never danced together.
work with me.

In '74 when she left, I asked her if she wanted to

We began doing some duet concerts and she is in the large group pieces

when they occur.

BW:

During all

She's sort of a permanent member ·of the pickup company•

What about the relationship between a piece of yours and the theatre space.

There are people that I've been talking to that might make a piece just for _that space.
1
1
Are you particularly interested in the spaces in which •••
DG:

No, I don't really make work in that way.

I'm not interested in performing outdoors.

I avoid all outdoor performance
spaces
•.
.
.

The only way that I really deal with

spac~

is again about what is expedient, which is if I'm making a piece for this space, it.
doesn't make sense to make it larger than this space, or smaller than this space.
I)

I use this space in the way that it can function.

I mean, one of the reasons I'm making '

this 20-people piece is that the perfonning space I'm ·going into is enormous and will
accommodate 20 people, which I could never do here.

··

So it seems a really good situation

..

to do~a larger piece.

1
BW:

Are )'(>U comfortable in a proscen"ium stage?

DG:

Oh yeah.

I am comfortable in most performing situations because I try to make work

as flexible as possible, because a solo can become a trio, a trio can become a solo.
f'

It is possible to go into a smaller performing space and use those portions of the

DG/
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Rather than trying to

cram work, and show it badly within a given space, unless the space is really

imposs~ble

and I won't go into it. I can usually alter the numbers of people, or the directions
of the material, or I can make some adjustments to a space • . A proscenium space is just

'·
fine.
;

BW:

If you were to have a performance in your space here, would you have the audience

sit on the floor or on chairs, or does it matter?
DG:

'

It matters to me.

About 2 years ago I decided I was tired of loft performances

in which you were physically uncomfortable, couldn't see, and too many people were
cramm(,d

~~to

the work.
above each

oth~r,

>I

a space.

All of it seemed detrimental to

t~~

work, and to the viewing of
:"1
So I go to fairly large expense to rent platforms, seats, so that people sit

•

rather than all on one level.

I can't afford to do a vast seating

structure, so there are inevitably one or two rows of people sitti?g on the floor, but
at least two-thirds of the audience are seated in seats, on

platf~rms.

I limit the

.

~W:

What

DG:

We didn't do a tour, we just performed in Rome.

BW:

How did you · find the audience and the critics there, in Rome? ·

DG:

The one critic whose review was read aloud in translation to us, said perhaps in

numbers of people who can come in to any given performance and all of .that •
..j

~ .

~

about~

the tour that you did in Italy with Grand Union?

America, backwoodsmen liked this sort of thing, but sophisticated Romans surely know
better, than to pay attention to this foolishness.

I don't know what any of the other

critics said.
The audiences grew from SO people the first night

t~.200

people the fourth night.

That was a lot to do with publicity that we engineered, and I think probably a great
deal more to do with word of mouth.

I mean, I think people had a very · good time, the

first night, and called their friends.

The audience was very responsive.
~

It was very

.

hard to know precisely what was going on because we each had translators ••. because there
was a lot of verbal material, we each had translators in performance, who simultaneously
translated our English into Italian.

So sometimes, if there were . something like a laugh,

which you can always hear,
would often come 20 seconds after the
~.

18 •

...

thing that had engendered it, because the words were first said in English, then they
were said in Italian, then the audience laughed.
timing of what was going on there.

It was very hard to understand the

The people who stayed around afterwards and talked

to us were very generous and friendly.
BW:

Grand Union was invited by Fabio SargentiniJthe person who in Italy is most

responsible for bringing in a certain type of culture.
tion that he's done to Rome.
DG:

l

I have no idea.

I would say it was a contribu-

What do you feel about that?

It was a one-time event, we flew in and flew out.

what its long-term effect was.

It clearly did not inspire a sequel.

I don't know

I don't know

whether that's political, financial, or whether the Italian people would not be
interested in this kind of work in any large number, even as large as people here are.
I know that in other areas of Europe, people I know are invited with some frequency to
various festivals and performance spaces.

Many people do far more touring in

Frgnce, Germany and Holland than they do in America.

-----

Europe~

in

DG/
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